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Fair discriminative pedestrian finders are now available. However, these pedestrian finders make most errors on
pedestrians in configurations that are uncommon in the training data, for example, mounting a bicycle. This is un-
desirable. However, the human configuration can itself be estimated discriminatively using structure learning. We
demonstrate a pedestrian finder which first finds the most likely human pose in the window using a discriminative pro-
cedure trained with structure learning on a small dataset. We then present features (local histogram of oriented gradient
and local PCA of gradient) based on that configuration to an SVM classifier. We show, using the INRIA Person dataset,
that estimates of configuration significantly improve the accuracy of a discriminative pedestrian finder but require fewer
training examples.
1 Introduction
Very accurate pedestrian detectors are an important technical goal; approximately half-a-million pedestrians are killed
by cars each year (1997 figures, in [8]). At relatively low resolution, pedestrians tend to have a characteristic appear-
ance. Generally, one must cope with lateral or frontal views of a walk. In these cases, one will see either a “lollipop”
shape — the torso is wider than the legs, which are together in the stance phase of the walk — or a “scissor” shape —
where the legs are swinging in the walk. This encourages the use of template matching. Early template matchers in-
clude: support vector machines applied to a wavelet expansion ([18], and variants described in [17]); a neural network
applied to stereoscopic reconstructions [29]; chamfer matching to a hierachy of contour templates [7]; a likelihood
threshold applied to a random field model [28]; an SVM applied to spatial wavelets stacked over four frames to give
dynamical cues [17]; a cascade architecture applied to spatial averages of temporal differences [27]; and a temporal
version of chamfer matching to a hierachy of contour templates [4].
By far the most successful static template matcher is due to Dalal and Triggs [3]. Their method is based on a
comprehensive study of features and their effects on performance for the pedestrian detection problem. The method
that performs best involves a histogram of oriented gradient responses (a HOG descriptor). This is a variant of Lowe’s
SIFT feature [12]. Each window is decomposed into overlapping blocks (large spatial domains) of cells (smaller
spatial domains).In each block, a histogram of gradient directions (or edge orientations) is computed for each cell
with a measure of histogram “energy”, and concatenated these cell histograms into block followed by normalization.
This supplies a modicum of illumination invariance. The detection window is tiled with an overlapping grid, within
each block of which HOG descriptors are computed, and the resulting feature vector is presented to an SVM. Dalal and
Triggs show this method produces no errors on the 709 image MIT dataset of [18]; they describe an expanded dataset
of 1805 images. The paper compares HOG descriptors with the original method of Papageorgiou and Poggio [18];
with an extended version of the Haar wavelets of Mohan et al. [16]; with the PCA-Sift of Ke and Sukthankar ([9]; see
also [14]); and with the shape contexts of Belongie et al. [1].
Performance and frequencies: A key difficulty with pedestrian detection is that detectors must work on human
configurations not often seen in datasets. The difficulty is of two forms: first, datasets may over- or understate
how often people appear in a particular configuration; second, for systems to be useful, they cannot fail even on
configurations that are very uncommon — it is not acceptable to run people over when they stand on their hands.
Pedestrian datasets tend to contain many images of people in a relatively limited range of configurations. Figure 1
shows evidence that less common configurations present real difficulties for very good current pedestrian detectors
(our reimplementation of Dalal and Triggs’ work, cited above).
2 Configuration, Parts and Structure Learning
Detecting pedestrians with templates most likely works because pedestrians appear in a relatively limited range of
configurations and views (e.g. “Our HOG detectors cue mainly on silhouette contours (especially the head, shoulders
and feet)” [3], p.893). It appears certain that using the architecture of constructing features for whole image windows
and then throwing the result into a classifiers could be used to build a person-finder for arbitrary configurations and
arbitrary views only with a major engineering effort. The set of examples required would be spectacularly large, for
example. This is unattractive, because this set of examples implicitly encodes a set of facts that are relatively easy to
make explicit. In particular, people are made of body segments which individually have a quite simple structure, and
these segments are connected into a kinematic structure which is quite well understood.
All this suggests finding people by finding the parts and then reasoning about their layout — essentially, building
templates with complex internal kinematics. The core idea is very old (see the review in [6]) but the details are hard
to get right and important novel formulations are a regular feature of the current research literature.
Simply identifying the body parts can be hard. Discriminative approaches use classifiers to detect parts, then
reason about configuration [16]. Generative approaches compare predictions of part appearance with the image; one
can use a tree structured configuration model [5], or an arbitrary graph [10]. If one has a video sequence, part ap-
pearance can itself be learned [21, 20]; more recently, Ramanan has shown knowledge of articulation properties gives
an appearance model in a single image [19]. Mixed approaches use a discriminative model to identify parts, then a
generative model to construct and evaluate assemblies [23, 15, 13]. Codebook approaches avoid explicitly modelling
body segments, and instead use unsupervised methods to find part decompositions that are good for recognition (rather
than disarticulation) [11].
We have built a system that works in two steps: first, for each window, we estimate the configuration of the best per-
son available in that window; second, we estimate features for that window conditioned on the configuration estimate,
and pass these features to a support vector machine classifier, which makes the final decision on the window. The
procedure for estimating configuration is trained on annotated data, using structure learning, in which the subgradient
method [22] is used to learn the weight vector.
2.1 Structure Learning
We are presented with a window within which may lie a pedestrian. We would like to be able to estimate the most
likely configuration for any pedestrian present. Our research hypothesis is that this estimate will improve pedestrian
detector perfomance by reducing the amount of noise the final detector must cope with — essentially, the segmentation
of the pedestrian is improved from a window to a (rectified) figure. We follow convention and model the configuration
of a person as a tree model of segments (figure 2), with a score of segment quality and a score of segment-segment
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Figure 1: Erroneously labelled images from our implementation of Dalal and Triggs’ work [3]. The top row shows
false negatives which appear to result because the body configuration is unusual compared to that of most pedestrians.
Images of such configurations are rare, so that it is difficult to compell the SVM to respond to them correctly. There
are other mechanisms; the lower row shows a false negative apparently due to failure of contrast. There are three
false positives. Configuration estimates reduce both the number of false negatives (by preparing features for image
regions likely to contain a person) and the number of false positives (possibly by allowing comparisons over longer
spatial scales).
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configuration. Our configuration estimation procedure will use dynamic programming to extract the best configuration
estimate from a set of scores depending on the location of vertices on the body model. But what should one score?
Structure learning is a method that can weight components of a score relative to one another to estimate the
best configuration, using a series of estimates that are known to be correct [25, 26]. We will write the image as
I; coordinates in the image as x; the coordinates of an estimated configuration as y (which is a stack of 7 point
coordinates); the score for this configuration asWT f(I,x;y) (which is a linear combination of a collection of scores,
each of which depends on the configuration and the image).
For a given image I0, the best configuration estimate is
argmax
y ∈ y(I0) W
T f(I0,x;y)
and this can be found with dynamic programming for appropriate choice of f and y(I0). There is a variety of sensible
choices of features for identifying body segments, but there is little evidence that a particular choice of features is best;
different choices of W will lead to quite different behaviours. In particular, we will collect a wide range of features
likely to identify segments well in f , and wish to learn a choice of W that will give good configuration estimates.
We choose a loss function L(yt,yp) that gives the cost of predicting yp when the correct answer is yt. Write the
set of examples as E , and yp,i as the prediction for the i’th example. Structure learning must now estimate a W to







subject to the constraints
∀i ∈ E , WT f(Ii,x;yt,i) + ξi ≥
max
yp,i ∈ y(Ii) (W
T (Ii,x;yp,i) + L(yt,i,yp,i))
Notice that this function is convex, but not differentiable. We follow Ratliff et al., and use the subgradient method
(see [24]) to minimize [22]. In this case, the derivative of the cost function at an extremal yp,i is a subgradient (but
not a gradient, because the cost function is not differentiable everywhere).
3 Features
There are two sets of features: first, those used for estimating configuration of a person from a window; and second,
those used to determine whether a person is present conditioned on the best estimate of configuration.
3.1 Features for Estimating Configuration
We use a tree structured model, given in figure 2. The tree is given by the position of seven points, and encodes
the head, torso and legs; arms are excluded because they are small and difficult to identify, and pedestrians can
be identified without localizing arms. The tree is rooted at hips, and the arrows give the direction of conditional
dependence. The best configuration conditioned on a set of weights can be obtained in a straightforward way with
dynamic programming. The feature vector f(I,x;y) contains two types of feature: geometric features encode relative
configuration of the body; and appearance features encode the appearance of putative segments.
Each geometric feature depends on at most three point positions. We use the following features:
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Figure 2: Our model of human layout is parametrized by seven vertices, shown on an example on the left. The root
is at the hips; the arrows give the direction of conditional dependence. Given a set of features, the extremal model
can be identified by dynamic programming on point locations. We compute segment features by placing a box around
some vertices (as in the head), or pairs of vertices (as in the torso and leg). Histogram features are then computed for
base points referred to the box coordinate frame; the histogram is shifted by the orientation of the box axis (section 3).
within the rectified box.
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1. The length of a segment, represented as a 15-dimensional binary vector whose elements encode whether the
segment is longer than each of a set of test segments.
2. The cosine of the angle between a segment and the vertical axis; this allows the structure learning method to
prefer vertical figures, which are common in pedestrian datasets.
3. The cosine of the angle between pairs of adjoining segments (except at the lower torso, for complexity reasons);
this allows the structure learning method to prefer straight backs, and reasonable knees.
Appearance features are computed for rectangles constructed from pairs of points adjacent in the tree. For each
rectangle, we compute Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features, after [3]. These features have a strong record
in pedestrian detection, because they can detect the patterns of orientation associated with characteristic segment
outlines (typically, strong vertical orientations in the frame of the segment for arms and legs; strong horizontal orien-
tations at the shoulders and head). However, histograms involve spatial pooling; this means that one can have many
strong vertical orientations that do not join up to form a segment boundary. This effect means that HOG features alone
are not particularly effective at estimating configuration.
To counter this effect, we use the local gradient features described by Ke and Sukthankar [9]. To form these features,
we concatenate the horizontal and vertical gradients of the patches in the segment coordinate frame, then normalize
and apply PCA to reduce the number of dimensions. Since we want to model the appearance, we do not align the
orientation to a canonical orientation as in PCA-SIFT. This feature reveals whether the pattern of a body part appears
at that location. The PCA space for each body part is constructed from 500 annotated positive examples.
3.2 Features for Detection
Generally, the features that determine configuration should also be good for determining whether a person is present
or not. However, a set of HOG features for the whole image window has been shown to be good at pedestrian
detection [3]. Structure learning should be able to distinguish between good and bad features, so it is natural to
concatenate the configuration features described above with a set of HOG features. We find it helpful to reduce the
dimension of the set of HOG features to 500, using principal components; this reduces variance in the classifier without
significantly degrading the performance of the feature set (section 5). We find that these whole window features help
recover from incorrect structure predictions.
4 Experimental Setup
Dataset: We use INRIA Person, consisting of 2416 positive training examples (1208 images with their flipping
images) and 1126 positive testing examples. For the negative examples, we extract first 2756 sub windows from 1218
background images for training SVM classifier. In testing the negative examples, we scan over 453 background testing
image.
Training structure learning: we annotate 500 selected examples from the INRIA positive training set by hand
with body configuration. We train on a subset of 258 positive examples, because structure learning is expensive. We
use all 500 annotated examples to build the PCA spaces for each body segment. In training, each example is learned to
update the weight vector. The order of selecting examples in each round is randomly drawn based on the differences
of their predicted scores and their target scores. We have trained the structure learning on 10 rounds and 20 rounds for
comparisons.
Bootstrapping the SVM: We apply the learned structure model to generate on initial 2416 positive examples and
also apply to the 2756 negative examples. These structure outputs are used to learn an initial SVM classifier. We then
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Figure 3: This figure is best viewed in color. On the right, a window showing the color key for our structure learning
points; dark green is a foot, green a knee, dark purple the other foot, purple the other knee, etc. On the left, examples
of configurations estimated by our configuration estimator after 20 rounds of structure learning to estimate W.
use this classifier to scan over 1218 background images with step side of 16 pixels and find 2023 negatives (including
false positives and true negatives of low confidence by using LibSVM [2] with probability option). These negatives
yield a bootstrap training set for the final SVM classifier. This bootstrap learning helps to reduce the false alarm
significantly.
Testing: We test on 1126 positive test and scan the image window over 453 background test images with the step
size of 16 pixels (1/4 of the window width). This step size reduce the correlation of scanning windows, yet it does not
affect the detection rate. Furthermore, we also evaluate the effect of configuration by using five-fold cross-validation
implemented by LibSVM [2], using 2416 positive and 2756 negative examples.
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HOG HOG+PCA to 500 HOG+PCA to 1000
87.84% 88.28% 86.93%
Table 1: The accuracy (1-total error rate) for our implementation of Dalal and Triggs with two variants where the
HOG features are dimension reduced with principal components; a small improvement in performance results from
dimension reduction to 500 dimensional features.
Case Head UTorso LTorso ULeg LLeg
PCA-5 15 15 15 10 10
PCA-10 20 20 20 15 15
Table 2: We discuss two cases, where we use different numbers of dimension reduced PCA-SIFT features for each
segment, estimated from the configuration estimate. This table gives the numbers of features used per segment for
each case.
5 Results
Control: Table 1 shows the performance of our implementation of Dalal and Triggs with two variants where the
HOG features are dimension reduced with principal components; a small improvement in performance results from
dimension reduction. The best accuracy we observe is 88.28% (i.e. total error rate of 11.72%).
The effect of configuration estimates: We compare two sets of segment features obtained from the output of the
configuration estimation procedure; table 2 shows the dimension of each set of segment features. Tables 3 and 4 show
the effect of configuration estimates, obtained by a configuration estimator trained with 10 and 20 rounds of structure
learning. Notice that in these figures the total error rate is not bootstrapped. The detection rate on a test set of 1126
positive examples is 93.34% for PCA-5 (20 rounds) without bootstrapping and 93.60% for PCA-5 (20 rounds) after
bootstrapping. This suggests that bootstrapping decreases the false positive rate without significantly reducing the
detect rate. We now bootstrap to minimize the false positive rate. This does not change the detection significantly,
which means we get an improvement of approximately 5% in detection rate from configuration estimates. We test the
PCA-5 bootstrapped classifiers on the INRIA test images and get a detection rate about 94% at 10−4 FPPW (False
Positive Per Window) for the 20 round-trained PCA-5 (Table 4). Figure 4 gives our ROC. Note that more rounds
of structure learning (which give a more reliable configuration estimator) produce better results. Figure 5 shows our
ROC plotted on Dalal and Triggs’ ROC figure. Our detector is significantly more sensitive at fixed FPPW. Our best
configuration estimates give an improvement comparable to the difference between the worst and the best forms of
HOG feature. The improvement at very low FPPW rates is strongly pronounced. At 10−5 FPPW, our detector’s
sensitivity exceeds that of the best HOG detector by about 10%.
PCA-5 PCA-10
10 rounds 91.03% 88.55%
20 rounds 91.36% 91.67%
Table 3: The accuracy (1-total error rate) for our SVM applied to features produced from configuration estimates
obtained using an estimate trained with 10 and 20 rounds of structure learning, estimated with 5-fold cross-validation
on 2416 positive and 2756 negative examples. These features are combined with 500 principal components of the
HOG features for the whole window
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PCA-5 PCA-10
10 rounds 91.59% 88.55%
20 rounds 91.84% 92.40%
Table 4: The accuracy (1-total error rate) for our SVM applied to features produced from configuration estimates
obtained using an estimate trained with 10 and 20 rounds of structure learning, estimated with 5-fold cross-validation
on 2416 positive and 2756 negative examples. These features are combined with 1000 principal components of the
HOG features for the whole window.
Figure 4: Above, we show our ROC for two cases. In the first case, we use PCA-5 with 10 rounds of structure learning
to train the configuration estimator (this ROC is in red), and in the second case we use PCA-5 with 20 rounds of
structure learning to train the configuration estimator (this ROC is in blue).
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Figure 5: In this figure, we have superimposed (with scaling and translation) figure 4 with Dalal and Triggs’ ROC to
make comparison easier. Notice first that both red and blue ROC’s are better than any Dalal and Triggs plot, which
suggest that configuration estimates help. Furthermore, 20 rounds of structure learning does much better than 10,
which suggests that better configuration estimates help more.
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Figure 6: Configuration estimates result in our method producing fewer false negatives than our implementation of
Dalal and Triggs does. The figure shows typical images which are incorrectly classified by our implementation of
Dalal and Triggs, but correctly classified when a configuration estimate is attached. Some images show eccentric
configurations, others show occlusion or contrast failure. We conjecture that a configuration estimate can avoid




It is reasonable to expect that configuration estimates improve pedestrian detection, and our data suggests that this
is, indeed, the case. Structure learning is an attractive method to determine which features are discriminative in
configuration estimation, and it produces good configuration estimates in complex images.
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